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NEWS 

Disputed duck blind; Man assaulted for hunting in duck blind 
WCTI12.com 

Roy Cooper and a North Carolina wildlife official, ranted at them with slurs and threats and accused them of hunting in his 

duck blind. The Hyde County Sheriffs Office said 29-year-old Jarrod Thomas Umphlett faces multiple charges, including 

assault with a deadly weapon with intent to kill. An incident... 
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INSTITUTE INDEX: Fighting NC Gov. Cooper's 'environmental justice atrocity' 
Facing South 

Last fall, opponents of the Atlantic Coast Pipeline held a vigil outside of the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality's 

headquarters as the agency considered a key water pollution permit for the project. It granted that permit last week, but 

opponents plan to continue their fight. (Photo by Sue ... 
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Judge shoots down dishonest argument 
Greensboro News & Record (blog) 

But do we really want to elect Judges to our most important appellate courts with much less than a majority vote? For some 

reason. Republican legislators do. They scrubbed the primaries over Democrats' objections. In fact. Gov. Roy Cooper, a 

Democrat, vetoed their bill. Republicans overrode the veto. 

Judge reinstates primaries for NC Supreme Court and appeals court races - Charlotte Observer 
Full Coverage 
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Thousands leave comments about Confederate monuments at NC capitol 
WNCN 

RALEIGH, N.C. (WNCN) - In the first 48 hours of public comment on three Confederate statues outside the North Carolina 

capitol, more than 2,000 people offered their opinions through a state website. Gov. Roy Cooper proposed relocating the 

memorials from the capitol grounds in Downtown Raleigh to ... 
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